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Abstract
Isometries and their induced symmetries are ubiquitous in the world. Taking a
computational perspective, this paper considers isometries of Zn (since values
are discrete in digital computers), and tackles the problem of orbit computation
under various isometry subgroup actions on Zn. Rather than just conceptually,
we aim for a practical algorithm that can partition any finite subset of Zn based
on the orbit relation. In this paper, instead of all subgroups of isometries, we
focus on a special class of subgroups, namely atomically generated subgroups.
This newly introduced notion is key to inheriting the semidirect-product struc-
ture from the whole group of isometries, and in turn, the semidirect-product
structure is key to our proposed algorithm for efficient orbit computation.
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1. Introduction
Given a metric space, an isometry, also known as a congruent transforma-
tion or a rigid(-body) transformation, is an important concept in geometry [1].
Isometries of various kinds are ubiquitous in the world, and are also embed-
ded as an innate preference in biological perception [2, 3]. Therefore, isome-
tries are widely studied in the computational modeling of real-world data ob-
served in different human perception modalities. Examples include vision (com-
puter graphics and animations [4]), audition (music [5]), motion and kinemat-
ics (robotics [6]), and experimental science (crystallography [7, 8], physics [9]).
These studies are concerned with not only isometry classifications, but also the
symmetries induced by various isometry subgroups. Isometry-induced symme-
tries, among many other types of symmetries, are strongly connected to in-
variance theory [10, 11], and are key to computational abstraction wherein the
abstracted concepts are high-level in the sense of being invariant with respect to
the considered isometry subgroup [12]. Mathematically, symmetries induced by
various isometry subgroups are represented by orbits under the corresponding
isometry subgroup actions on the metric space. Hence, it is computationally
important to have an algorithm that efficiently computes the orbits, or more
precisely, the orbit-partition of the metric space.
However, to computationally identify orbits is hard in general, especially
when the subgroup and/or the space are infinite. In particular, we showed in
our earlier work [12] that the famous word problem for groups can be cast as
a special case of the orbit computation problem, which is therefore, computa-
tionally unsolvable in the worst case [13, 14, 15]. Notably, when the subgroup
is finite, the orbit computation problem is solvable, since obviously any pair of
points in the space can be determined to be either in the same orbit or not
using a finite number of checks. On the other hand, when the space is finite and
the subgroup is infinite but finitely generated, the orbit computation problem is
also solvable by an induction algorithm [12], which computes the orbit-partition
of the space inductively as the meet of the base orbit-partitions induced from
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the cyclic subgroups generated by each individual generator (base case). Nev-
ertheless, when both the space and the subgroup are infinite (but with the
subgroup being finitely generated), the induction algorithm is not, in general,
accurate. Here, computing the orbit-partition of an infinite space means being
able to compute the partition on any finite subset of the space. Unfortunately,
in general, the induction algorithm is only accurate for some finite subset.
This paper takes a step further for isometries, solving the orbit computation
problem accurately under a special class of isometry subgroups (possibly infi-
nite) acting on an infinite metric space. In particular, since values are discrete
in digital computers, we start from the (ambient) group action of ISO(Zn)—the
group of isometries of Zn—on the metric space Zn, and consider the class of
subgroups of ISO(Zn) wherein every subgroup has a finite generating set that
is also atomic. Our newly introduced notion of an atomic generating set and
accordingly, an atomically generated subgroup, is key to our proposed algorithm
for solving the orbit computation problem exactly. The validity of the algorithm
strongly relies on the semidirect product structure of ISO(Zn), and we will show
that atomically generated subgroups inherit such structure, thus making their
corresponding orbit computation problem solvable. The goal of this paper is
first to formalize the problem of orbit computation for atomically generated
subgroups of ISO(Zn), and then propose an algorithm to solve the problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first reviews and
generalizes the notion of (inner) semidirect product—the core structure that
our main results are based on. Section 3 then introduces the main mathemat-
ical objects in this paper, namely the group of isometries of Zn and our new
notion of atomically generated subgroups. Section 4 describes a distinguishing
property of atomically generated subgroups—the inheritance of the semidirect
product structure from the whole group—which is the key property that makes
the later-introduced algorithm work. Section 5 formalizes the main computa-
tional problem in this paper—the problem of orbit computation for atomically
generated subgroups of ISO(Zn)—by specifying the inputs and desired output
of the problem. Continuing the problem formulation, Section 6 further speci-
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fies the computational format of the desired output of the orbit computation
problem, which is through the so-called orbit-labeling maps. Section 7 presents
an algorithmic roadmap that provides the big picture of the global algorithmic
procedure for solving the orbit computation problem formalized earlier. The
roadmap consists of five major steps, which further boil down to two stages: con-
sidering translation equivalence first and rotation equivalence in succession—the
two components in the semidirect product structure inherited by all atomically
generated subgroups. Accordingly, the following two sections, Sections 8 and
9 detail the two stages respectively, and further in the same pass, collectively
prove the correctness of the entire algorithm. In the end, Section 10 analyzes
the computational complexity of our algorithm, and discusses the possibility of
parallel computing so as to speed up the computation.
Notably, we include three sections in the appendix. Appendix A provides
a glossary of mathematical notation (including both the new notations and the
shorthands) used in this paper. Appendix B provides a generic algorithm for
generating a finite subgroup from a finite generating set. Appendix C provides
proofs that are relegated from the main body of the paper.
2. Semidirect Product: Review and Generalization
In a general setting, we first review the (inner) semidirect product of two
subgroups, and then generalizes it to the semidirect product of k subgroups.
The resulting k-ary semidirect-product decomposition of a group is the core
structure upon which the main results of this paper are built.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a group, and A1, . . . , Ak ⊆ G be subsets. We define
the product of these subsets (which itself is a subset of G) by
Ak · · ·A1 := {ak · · · a1 | ai ∈ Ai, i = 1, . . . , k}. (1)
Definition 2.2. Let G be a group, and A,B ≤ G be two subgroups. We write
the bracket notation [AB] to mean:
〈 1. 〉 [AB] = AB as a set;
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〈 2. 〉 B ≤ NG(A) where NG(A) denotes the normalizer of A in G;
〈 3. 〉 A ∩B = {e} where e denotes the identity element in G.
We call [AB] the (inner) semidirect product of A and B. (Note: one can check
that [AB] ≤ G). Further, if G = [AB], then we say G is the semidirect product
of A and B, or [AB] is a semidirect-product decomposition of G.
This definition is readily generalized to k subgroups as follows.
Definition 2.3. Let G be a group, and A1, . . . , Ak ≤ G be k subgroups. We
define [Ak · · ·A1] recursively (on k) by
[Ak · · ·A1] := [Ak [Ak−1 · · ·A1]] where for consistency [A1] := A1. (2)
Further, if G = [Ak · · ·A1], then we say G is the k-ary semidirect product of
Ak, . . . , A1, or [Ak · · ·A1] is a k-ary semidirect-product decomposition of G.
Remark 2.1. Based on the binary bracket notation in Definition 2.2, the fol-
lowing information is automatically encoded in the k-ary notation [Ak · · ·A1]:
 [Aj · · ·A1] ≤ G recursively for all j ∈ {2, . . . , k};
 part of this notation is the requirement that [Aj−1 · · ·A1] ≤ NG(Aj) for
all j ∈ {2, . . . , k}, which further implies that Aj E [Aj · · ·A1];
 Aj ∩ [Aj−1 · · ·A1] = {e} for all j ∈ {2, . . . , k}, which further implies that
Ai ∩Aj = {e} for any distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
3. The Mathematical Objects
To set up the problem of orbit computation later (in Section 5), we first
characterize the main mathematical object in this paper, namely the isometry
group of Zn denoted by ISO(Zn); then introduce a special class of subgroups of
ISO(Zn), namely the class of atomically generated subgroups.
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3.1. The Isometry Group of Zn: ISO(Zn)
Our ambient space is the metric space (Zn,d), where d : Zn×Zn → R is the
Euclidean distance. An isometry of Zn is a function h : Zn → Zn satisfying the
distance-preserving property:
d(h(x), h(x′)) = d(x, x′) for any x, x′ ∈ Zn. (3)
We use ISO(Zn) to denote the set of all isometries of Zn, and one can check
that (ISO(Zn), ◦) is a group, called the isometry group of Zn. Next, we present
a characterization of ISO(Zn) via semidirect products from our earlier work [12],
and refer interested readers to that manuscript (cf. page 23–24 and page 35–37,
with some terms and notations being simplified in this paper) for more details.
Inheriting properties from its counterpart ISO(Rn) (i.e. the isometry group
of Rn), ISO(Zn) can be characterized by a semidirect product as follows:
ISO(Zn) = [T(Zn) ◦ R(Zn)] . (4)
In the above characterization:
 (T(Zn), ◦) denotes the group of translations of Zn, where a translation of
Zn is a function tv : Zn → Zn defined by tv(x) := x+v with the parameter
v ∈ Zn being called the translation vector ;
 (R(Zn), ◦) denotes the group of (generalized) rotations of Zn, where a
rotation of Zn is a function rR : Zn → Zn defined by rR(x) := Rx with the
parameter R ∈ On(Z) being called the rotation matrix. Important note:
On(Z) := {R ∈ Zn×n | R> = R−1} and the word rotation throughout
this paper is a shorthand term for, more precisely, generalized rotation
about the origin, which is linear and includes both proper rotation (whose
rotation matrix has determinant 1) and improper rotation (whose rotation
matrix has determinant −1).
In addition, ISO(Zn) has a property that ISO(Rn) does not have, via a finer
dissection of R(Zn). Repeating a semidirect product at a smaller scale, R(Zn)
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has a similar characterization that parallels Expression (4) for ISO(Zn):
R(Zn) = [N(Zn) ◦ P(Zn)] . (5)
In the above characterization:
 (N(Zn), ◦) denotes the group of (coordinate-wise) negations of Zn, where
a negation of Zn is a rotation rN : Zn → Zn with the rotation matrix
N being a negation matrix—a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are
either 1 or −1. Important note: the word negation throughout this paper
is a shorthand term for, more precisely, coordinate-wise negation, which
negates some (possibly all) coordinates of a vector. The following are two
examples of a negation matrix:
N =

−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1
 , N ′ =

−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1
 .
They induce two negations of Z3, rN and rN ′ , such that for any x =
(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Z3, rN (x) = (−x1, x2,−x3) and rN ′(x) = (−x1,−x2, x3).
 (P(Zn), ◦) denotes the group of (coordinate-wise) permutations of Zn,
where a permutation of Zn is a rotation rP : Zn → Zn with the rotation
matrix P being a permutation matrix—a matrix obtained by permuting
the rows of an identity matrix. Important note: the word permutation
throughout this paper is a shorthand term for, more precisely, coordinate-
wise permutation, which permutes the coordinates of a vector. The fol-
lowing are two examples of a permutation matrix:
P =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
 , P ′ =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
 .
They induce two permutations of Z3, rP and rP ′ , such that for any x =
(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Z3, rP (x) = (x2, x1, x3) and rP ′(x) = (x3, x1, x2).
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From Expression (5), it is clear that the rotation group R(Zn) is finite, or more
precisely, |R(Zn)| = |N(Zn)| · |P(Zn)| = 2n(n!).
Expressions (4) and (5) reveal the semidirect-product structure at two dif-
ferent scales. Putting them together, we have a ternary semidirect product:
ISO(Zn) = [T(Zn) ◦ N(Zn) ◦ P(Zn)] . (6)
In particular, as a property of semidirect product, this means for any isometry
of Zn, say h ∈ ISO(Zn), it can be uniquely represented in the following form:
h(x) = tv ◦ rN ◦ rP (x) = NPx+ v for all x ∈ Zn, (7)
where v ∈ Zn is the translation vector, N ∈ Zn×n is the negation matrix, and
P ∈ Zn×n is the permutation matrix.
3.2. Atomically Generated Subgroups
In this paper, we consider a special class of subgroups of ISO(Zn)—the class
of atomically generated subgroups of ISO(Zn)—wherein every such subgroup has
a so-called atomic generating set. To introduce the notion of atomic, we start
with definitions in a more general setting.
Definition 3.1. Let G = [Ak · · ·A1] be a semidirect-product decomposition of
G. A subset S ⊆ G is atomic (with respect to the semidirect-product decompo-
sition), if
S ⊆ Ak ∪ · · · ∪A1. (8)
Definition 3.2. Let G = [Ak · · ·A1] be a semidirect-product decomposition of
G. A subgroup H ≤ G is atomically generated (with respect to the semidirect-
product decomposition), if it has an atomic generating set, i.e. there exists an
atomic subset S ⊆ G such that H = 〈S〉.
Returning to our main mathematical object ISO(Zn), we have so far intro-
duced two semidirect-product decompositions of it, namely the binary one in
Expression (4) and the ternary one in Expression (6). In the sequel, if the de-
composition of ISO(Zn) is not explicitly specified, we assume it is by default
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the ternary decomposition in Expression (6). Therefore, a set of isometries
S ⊆ ISO(Zn) is atomic if S ⊆ T(Zn) ∪ N(Zn) ∪ P(Zn).
Before closing the section, we introduce a shorthand notation for referencing
any component of an atomic subset, as well as any component of an atomically
generated subgroup. It is designed to make such references simple, systematic,
and consistent with the underlying semidirect-product decomposition.
Let G = [Ak · · ·A1] be a semidirect-product decomposition of G, and let
2G denote the power set of G. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, define the function
Ai : 2G → 2G and its subscript shorthand notation by
(Ai)S := S ∩Ai for any S ⊆ G. (9)
Note that the above notation and definition apply to all subsets of G. However,
their main use will be for atomic subsets and atomically generated subgroups.
First, for any atomic subset S ⊆ G, it is immediate from Definition 3.1 that S
can be always decomposed as follows:
S = (A1)S ∪ · · · ∪ (Ak)S . (10)
Indeed, one can check that Equation (10) holds if and only if S is atomic.
Second, for any atomically generated subgroup H ≤ G, we will soon see (in
Section 4: Theorem 4.7) that H can be always decomposed as follows:
H = [(Ak)H · · · (A1)H ] , (11)
inheriting the semidirect-product structure from G. As a sanity check, notice
when H = G, Expression (11) is precisely G = [Ak · · ·A1].
In our special case when G = ISO(Zn), we have the following four particular
notations: for any S ⊆ ISO(Zn),
TS := S ∩ T(Zn), RS := S ∩ R(Zn),
NS := S ∩ N(Zn), PS := S ∩ P(Zn).
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Further, for any atomic subset S ⊆ ISO(Zn), we have
S = TS ∪RS
= TS ∪NS ∪ PS ,
〈S〉 = [T〈S〉 ◦ R〈S〉] ,
=
[T〈S〉 ◦ N〈S〉 ◦ P〈S〉] ,
where again, the last two expressions will be clear after the following section.
4. Special Property of Atomically Generated Subgroups
We describe a distinguishing property of atomically generated subgroups.
Since every k-ary semidirect-product decomposition is recursively built from
binary semidirect products, it suffices to focus on binary semidirect-product
decomposition. We start from general groups with a binary semidirect-product
decomposition, then generalize it to k-ary decompositions, and finally apply the
results to isometries.
Let G = [AB] be a binary semidirect-product decomposition of a group G.
By the definition of a semidirect product, for any g ∈ G, there exists a unique
a ∈ A and a unique b ∈ B such that g = ab. This uniqueness allows us to define
a function ϕA : G → A and a function ϕB : G → B, such that for any g ∈ G,
g = ϕA(g)ϕB(g). It is a known fact that ϕB is a homomorphism.
Let S ⊆ G be any atomic subset, then by following the earlier shorthand
notation in Expression (9), we can write
S = AS ∪ BS .
The main task in this section is to characterize the three subgroups below:
〈S〉, A〈S〉, B〈S〉.
More specifically, we propose a three-part plan below, and present ahead of time
the conclusion (stated as Theorem 4.1) that we will reach.
Part 1: characterize A〈S〉 first via a generating set then via the function ϕA;
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Part 2: characterize B〈S〉 first via a generating set then via the function ϕB ;
Part 3: characterize 〈S〉 via A〈S〉 and B〈S〉.
Theorem 4.1 (The Distinguishing Property of Atomically Generated
Subgroup: Binary Case). Let G = [AB], and S ⊆ G be atomic, then
〈S〉 = [A〈S〉B〈S〉] where
A〈S〉 = 〈A+S 〉 = ϕA(〈S〉)
B〈S〉 = 〈BS〉 = ϕB(〈S〉)
In the above, A+S := {ba′b−1 | a′ ∈ AS , b ∈ B〈S〉} is called the augmented
generating set : augmented from AS through conjugation by B〈S〉.
To accomplish the above plan, we start with expressing elements in 〈S〉. We
do this through three incremental steps.
 First, by the definition of a generating set of a subgroup,
g = sk · · · s1, (12)
for some sk, . . . , s1 ∈ S.
 Second, from Equation (12), by grouping consecutive generators from AS
and grouping consecutive generators from BS , we can rewrite the expres-
sion as the following alternating product:
g = a`b` · · · a2b2a1b1, (13)
where a`, . . . , a1 ∈ 〈AS〉, b`, . . . , b1 ∈ 〈BS〉.1
1From a given Equation (12), its corresponding rewritten form, Equation (13), can be made
unique, by requiring that at most one e—the identity element of G—is in Equation (13), and
if e does occur, it must be either at the beginning or at the end, i.e. either a` = e or b1 = e.
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 Third, from Equation (13), by leveraging the semidirect-product decom-
position of G, we can further rewrite g ∈ 〈S〉 as follows:
g = a`b` · · · a2b2a1(b−12 · · · b−1` b` · · · b2)b1
= (a`b` · · · a2b2a1b−12 · · · b−1` )(b` · · · b2b1)
= ϕA(g)ϕB(g).
That is, given any g ∈ 〈S〉 expressed as in Equation (13), we can write:
g = ϕA(g)ϕB(g) where (14)
ϕA(g) = a`b` · · · a2b2a1b−12 · · · b−1` , ϕB(g) = b` · · · b2b1.
In Equation (14), ϕB(g) is indeed an element in B, since b`, . . . , b1 ∈ 〈BS〉
implies ϕB(g) = b` · · · b2b1 ∈ 〈BS〉 ≤ B. Yet, the expression for ϕA(g) is a bit
messy, making it less obvious that ϕA(g) is indeed an element in A. To make
this expression easier to parse, we introduce the following conjugation function.
Definition 4.1. Given any b ∈ B, define the conjugation function c¯b : A → A
by c¯b(a) = bab
−1 for any a ∈ A.
Remark 4.1. Two properties are immediate from the above definition:
c¯b(aa
′) = c¯b(a)c¯b(a′) for any a, a′ ∈ A;
c¯bb′(a) = c¯b(c¯b′(a)) for any b, b
′ ∈ B.
By using conjugation functions, the expression for ϕA(g) in Equation (14)
can be systematically rewritten as follows:
ϕA(g) = a`b`a`−1b`−1 · · · a3b3a2(b2a1b−12 )b−13 · · · b−1`
= a`b`a`−1b`−1 · · · a3b3a2c¯b2(a1)b−13 · · · b−1`
= a`b`a`−1b`−1 · · · a3(b3a2c¯b2(a1)b−13 ) · · · b−1`
= a`b`a`−1b`−1 · · · a3c¯b3(a2c¯b2(a1)) · · · b−1`
...
= a`c¯b`(a`−1c¯b`−1( a`−2 · · · a3c¯b3(a2c¯b2(a1)) ))
= a`c¯b`(a`−1)c¯b`b`−1(a`−2) · · · c¯b`···b2(a1),
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where the last equality repeatedly uses the two properties in Remark 4.1. Thus,
it is now clear that ϕA(g) ∈ A, since the fact that A is a normal subgroup
of G implies that all terms in the product, i.e. a`, c¯b`(a`−1), c¯b`b`−1(a`−2), . . .,
c¯b`···b2(a1), are elements in A, and so is the product ϕA(g) itself.
Moving towards characterizing A〈S〉 and B〈S〉, we first introduce an impor-
tant definition.
Definition 4.2. Define the following augmented generating set:
A+S := c¯〈BS〉(AS) := {c¯b(a′) | a′ ∈ AS , b ∈ 〈BS〉} ⊇ AS .
We will soon prove: while BS generates B〈S〉; A+S instead of AS , generates
A〈S〉. To do that, we first present two lemmas in the following, whose proofs are
straightforward and are thus relegated to Appendices C.1 and C.2, respectively.
Lemma 4.1. ϕA(〈S〉) ⊆ 〈A+S 〉.
Lemma 4.2. ϕB(〈S〉) ⊆ 〈BS〉.
Theorem 4.2. A〈S〉 = 〈A+S 〉.
Proof. For any g ∈ A〈S〉 = 〈S〉 ∩ A, g ∈ A implies g = ϕA(g); g ∈ 〈S〉 implies
ϕA(g) ∈ 〈A+S 〉 by Lemma 4.1. Therefore, g ∈ 〈A+S 〉, i.e. A〈S〉 ⊆ 〈A+S 〉.
Conversely, for any g ∈ 〈A+S 〉, by Definition 4.2,
g = c¯bk(a
′
k) · · · c¯b1(a′1),
for some bk, . . . , b1 ∈ 〈BS〉, a′k, . . . , a′1 ∈ AS . The fact that A E G implies that
c¯bj (a
′
j) ∈ A for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, which further implies that g ∈ A. On the
other hand, c¯bj (a
′
j) = bja
′
jb
−1
j ∈ 〈S〉 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, which implies that
g ∈ 〈S〉. Therefore, g ∈ 〈S〉 ∩A = A〈S〉, i.e. 〈A+S 〉 ⊆ A〈S〉.
Theorem 4.3. A〈S〉 = ϕA(〈S〉).
Proof. For any g ∈ A〈S〉 = 〈S〉 ∩ A, g ∈ A implies g = ϕA(g); g ∈ 〈S〉 implies
ϕA(g) ∈ ϕA(〈S〉). Therefore, g ∈ ϕA(〈S〉), i.e. A〈S〉 ⊆ ϕA(〈S〉).
Conversely, ϕA(〈S〉) ⊆ 〈A+S 〉 = A〈S〉 by Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2.
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Remark 4.2. So far, we have accomplished the first part of the plan and have
characterized A〈S〉 via both a generating set and the function ϕA:
A〈S〉 = 〈A+S 〉 = ϕA(〈S〉).
Theorem 4.4. B〈S〉 = 〈BS〉.
Proof. For any g ∈ B〈S〉 = 〈S〉 ∩ B, g ∈ B implies g = ϕB(g); g ∈ 〈S〉 implies
ϕB(g) ∈ 〈BS〉 by Lemma 4.2. Therefore, g ∈ 〈BS〉, i.e. B〈S〉 ⊆ 〈BS〉.
Conversely, BS = S ∩B implies BS ⊆ S and BS ⊆ B, thus,
〈BS〉 ≤ 〈S〉 and 〈BS〉 ≤ 〈B〉 = B.
This further implies that 〈BS〉 ⊆ 〈S〉 ∩B = B〈S〉.
Theorem 4.5. B〈S〉 = ϕB(〈S〉).
Proof. For any g ∈ B〈S〉 = 〈S〉 ∩ B, g ∈ B implies g = ϕB(g); g ∈ 〈S〉 implies
ϕB(g) ∈ ϕB(〈S〉). Therefore, g ∈ ϕB(〈S〉), yielding B〈S〉 ⊆ ϕB(〈S〉).
Conversely, ϕB(〈S〉) ⊆ 〈BS〉 = B〈S〉 by Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.4.
Remark 4.3. So far, we have accomplished the second part of the plan and
have characterized B〈S〉 via both a generating set and the function ϕB :
B〈S〉 = 〈BS〉 = ϕB(〈S〉).
We proceed to the third part of the plan to characterize 〈S〉 via A〈S〉 and
B〈S〉. We start with a more general setting: let H ≤ G = [AB] be any subgroup
of G, and consider the following two objects ϕB(H) and AH := H ∩ A. Below
are a few facts about ϕB(H) and AH , linked via the restriction ϕB |H .
 ϕB |H is a homomorphism (as the restriction of the homomorphism ϕB).
 The image Im(ϕB |H) = ϕB(H) ≤ B.
 The kernel Ker(ϕB |H) = AH E H.
 H/AH ∼= ϕB(H) (by the first group isomorphism theorem).
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The above properties hold for all H ≤ G and particularly, for atomically gener-
ated H = 〈S〉 for some atomic subset S = AS ∪ BS . However, we can say more
about atomically generated subgroups.
Theorem 4.6. Let H ≤ G be an atomically generated subgroup, then H has
the following semidirect-product decomposition: H = [AHϕB(H)], which by
Remark 4.3, is equivalent to H = [AHBH ].
Proof. It is clear that AH ,BH ≤ H and AH ∩ BH = {e}, since by definition
AH = H ∩ A, BH = H ∩ B, and A ∩ B = {e}. Further, AH E H (a general
property we listed earlier). It remains to be shown that H = AHBH .
The fact that AH ,BH ≤ H immediately implies AHBH ⊆ H. Conversely,
for any g ∈ H ≤ G = [AB], we have g = ϕA(g)ϕB(g) ∈ ϕA(H)ϕB(H) = AHBH .
Therefore, H ⊆ AHBH . Then, by Definition 2.2, H = [AHBH ].
Remark 4.4. It is important that the subgroup H in Theorem 4.6 is atomically
generated, which guarantees that ϕB(H) is also a subgroup of H (Theorem 4.5).
This is, in general, not true for any arbitrary H ≤ G. In particular, for some
H ≤ G, ϕB(H) is not even a subset of H. For example, let AFF(R) denote the
group of (invertible) affine transformations of R, T(R) denote the group of trans-
lations of R, and L(R) denote the group of (invertible) linear transformations of
R; further, for any a, b ∈ R, let f(a,b) : R→ R denote the affine transformation
defined by f(a,b)(x) := ax+ b. Consider
G = AFF(R) = [T(R) ◦ L(R)] ,
H = 〈f(2,1)〉 = {f(2n,2n−1) | n ∈ Z}.
In this case, B = L(R) and ϕB(H) = {f(2n,0) | n ∈ Z} 6⊆ H.
So far, we have reached the conclusion in Theorem 4.1 (whose proof is imme-
diate from Theorem 4.6 together with Remarks 4.2 and 4.3). By induction, we
can further generalize it to any k-ary semidirect-product decompositions. This
is stated in the following theorem whose proof is relegated to Appendix C.3.
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Theorem 4.7 (The Distinguishing Property of Atomically Generated
Subgroup: General Case). Let G = [Ak · · ·A1], and S ⊆ G be atomic.
Then, 〈S〉 has a similar semidirect-product decomposition:
〈S〉 = [(Ak)〈S〉 · · · (A1)〈S〉] , where (15)
(Aj)〈S〉 = 〈(Aj)+S 〉 = ϕAj (〈S〉) for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. (16)
In Equation (16), the augmented generating set is consistently defined as follows:
(Aj)+S := c¯(Aj−1)〈S〉···(A1)〈S〉((Aj)S) (17)
:= {c¯b(a′) | a′ ∈ (Aj)S , b ∈ (Aj−1)〈S〉 · · · (A1)〈S〉}. (18)
In particular, (A1)+S = c¯{e}((A1)S) = (A1)S .
The Distinguishing Property in the Case of Isometries. Consider the main math-
ematical object ISO(Zn) in this paper. Recall in Section 3.1, we concluded that
ISO(Zn) = [T(Zn) ◦ R(Zn)] where
R(Zn) = [N(Zn) ◦ P(Zn)] ,
or collectively, we can write (cf. the bracket notation (2) in Definition 2.3)
ISO(Zn) = [T(Zn) ◦ [N(Zn) ◦ P(Zn)]] = [T(Zn) ◦ N(Zn) ◦ P(Zn)] .
Therefore, for any h ∈ ISO(Zn), we can represent it as h = tv ◦ rR = tv ◦ rN ◦ rP
for some unique tv ∈ T(Zn), rR ∈ R(Zn), rN ∈ N(Zn), and rP ∈ P(Zn). This
uniqueness allows us to define ϕT : ISO(Zn) → T(Zn), ϕR : ISO(Zn) → R(Zn),
ϕN : ISO(Zn)→ N(Zn), ϕP : ISO(Zn)→ P(Zn), such that for any h ∈ ISO(Zn),
h = ϕT(h) ◦ ϕR(h) = ϕT(h) ◦ ϕN(h) ◦ ϕP(h).
We apply Theorem 4.7 to the above semidirect-product decompositions re-
garding ISO(Zn) and its subgroups. For any atomic subset S ⊆ ISO(Zn),
〈S〉 = [T〈S〉 ◦ R〈S〉] , (19)
R〈S〉 =
[N〈S〉 ◦ P〈S〉] , (20)
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or collectively,
〈S〉 = [T〈S〉 ◦ N〈S〉 ◦ P〈S〉] , (21)
where
T〈S〉 = 〈T +S 〉 = ϕT(〈S〉), (22)
R〈S〉 = 〈RS〉 = ϕR(〈S〉), (23)
N〈S〉 = 〈N+S 〉 = ϕN(〈S〉), (24)
P〈S〉 = 〈PS〉 = ϕP(〈S〉). (25)
In Equation (22), T +S := c¯R〈S〉(TS) := {rR ◦ tv ◦ r−1R | tv ∈ TS , rR ∈ R〈S〉}; in
Equation (24), N+S := c¯P〈S〉(NS) := {rP ◦ rN ◦ r−1P | rN ∈ NS , rP ∈ P〈S〉}.
5. The Problem of Orbit Computation
Having introduced this paper’s main mathematical object ISO(Zn) as well
as its atomically generated subgroups, we are now ready to formally introduce
our problem of orbit computation.
The group action considered here is ISO(Zn) y Zn, naturally defined by
h · x := h(x) for any h ∈ ISO(Zn) and any x ∈ Zn; given any subgroup H ≤
ISO(Zn), the subgroup action H y Zn is similarly defined. The following gives
the orbit computation problem for ISO(Zn)y Zn in the mathematical sense.
Input: any H ≤ ISO(Zn).
Output: the partition of Zn
Zn/H := {H · x | x ∈ Zn }.
(26)
As in the standard notation, the partition Zn/H is the set of orbits under the
group action H y Zn. However, some orbit(s) or the total number of orbits or
both can be infinite. So, in order to computationally represent Zn/H, we must
be able to compute its restriction on any finite subset of Zn. This leads to the
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problem of orbit computation in the computational sense.
Inputs: 1) any H ≤ ISO(Zn);
2) any finite Z ⊆ Zn.
Output: the partition of Z
Z/H := { (H · x) ∩ Z | x ∈ Z }.
(27)
Note the partition Z/H is not a standard notation; in particular, the group
action considered here is still H y Zn (not the undefined H y Z). However, the
above definition of Z/H is more general (Z/H is indeed Zn/H when Z = Zn),
and should be interpreted as the set of orbits under H y Zn in the scope of Z.
Should all subgroups of ISO(Zn) be considered, Problem (27) can be com-
putationally hard in general. In this paper, we solve a special case, considering
only subgroups that have a generating set that is both finite and atomic. This
is finally formalized as Problem (28) in the following text box.
The Orbit Computation Problem Under Consideration
Inputs: 1) any finite and atomic S ⊆ ISO(Zn);
2) any finite Z ⊆ Zn.
Output: the partition of Z
Z/〈S〉 := { (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z | x ∈ Z }.
(28)
The desired output Z/〈S〉 is a partition of Z which, mathematically speak-
ing, is a set of sets. So, in its original form, every orbit (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z (in the
scope of Z) is represented by a set of points in Z ⊆ Zn. However, sets are not
convenient objects in computers: a set is often computationally represented by
an array, but requires additional handling to ignore order and multiplicity. So
instead, in this paper, we computationally represent the set Z/〈S〉 by a labeling
function λ. This labeling function should assign every x ∈ Z a label λ(x) that
indicates the orbit (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z, and as part of a design choice, there is a lot
more freedom in picking orbit labels, either numerical or categorical, in place of
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the cumbersome set representation.
As a result, solving the orbit computation problem boils down to designing
an algorithm that implements such a labeling function. In this paper, we always
use a point ω ∈ Zn to label an orbit of points. More details on orbit labeling will
be discussed in the next section, which completes the computational formulation
of the orbit computation problem before proceeding to the algorithm.
6. Orbit Labeling
First in a most general sense, we introduce the notion of an orbit-labeling
map and its connection to the orbit-quotient map; then we introduce the notion
of an orbit-representative map—a special type of orbit-labeling map. In this
section, we let G be a group, and X be a set whose elements are called points.
Definition 6.1. Let Gy X be a G-action on X, and Z ⊆ X be a subset. We
call a function λ : Z → L an orbit-labeling map of G y X on Z if it satisfies
the following orbit-labeling property (on Z):
λ(x) = λ(x′) ⇐⇒ G · x = G · x′ for any x, x′ ∈ Z. (29)
Remark 6.1. In words, an orbit-labeling map assigns every point in Z a label
in L, and two points get the same label if and only if they are in the same orbit.
Therefore, collecting the (non-empty) preimages of the labels precisely recovers
the set of the orbits in the scope of Z, i.e. Z/G = {(G · x) ∩ Z | x ∈ Z}.
The following theorem depicts the connection between an orbit-labeling map
and the orbit-quotient map. Its proof is relegated to Appendix C.4.
Theorem 6.1. Let G y X be a G-action on X, and q : X → X/G be the
orbit-quotient map defined by q(x) := G · x for any x ∈ X. Further, for any
subset Z ⊆ X, we introduce the strong restriction of q on Z to be the surjective
function q||Z : Z → q(Z) defined by q||Z(x) := q(x) for any x ∈ Z. Then, a
function λ : Z → L is an orbit-labeling map of Gy X on Z if and only if there
exists an injective function λ : q(Z) → L such that the diagram in Figure 1 is
commutative, i.e. λ = λ ◦ q||Z .
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  
LZ
q(Z)
q||Z
Figure 1: A commutative diagram illustrating the connection between an orbit-labeling map
(λ) and the orbit-quotient map (q): λ = λ ◦ q||Z .
Notably, it does not matter what the labels are in the orbit-labeling prop-
erty (29), so we have full freedom in both designing the labels (L) and assigning
them to points in the same orbits. Yet in this paper, we restrict out attention to
labels that are points, i.e. L = X. It is natural to further make each assigned la-
bel a representative of the corresponding orbit. This brings the following notion
of an orbit-representative map—a special type of orbit-labeling map.
Definition 6.2. Let G y X be a G-action on X, and q : X → X/G be the
orbit-quotient map. We call a function ρ : X → X an orbit-representative map
of G y X if there exists a section ρ : X/G → X of q (i.e. a right inverse of q:
q ◦ ρ = id
X/G
) such that the diagram in Figure 2 is commutative, i.e. ρ = ρ ◦ q.
⇢
⇢
X/G
q
X X
Figure 2: A commutative diagram illustrating an orbit-representative map (ρ). In this dia-
gram, ρ ◦ q = ρ; oppositely, q ◦ ρ = id
X/G
.
Remark 6.2. Comparing the two diagrams in Figures 1 and 2, we can see that
any orbit-representative map of Gy X is automatically an orbit-labeling map
of Gy X on X, by making the following special choices in Figure 1:
 Z = X, L = X, and further,
 λ is not only injective but also a section of q.
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Theorem 6.2. Let ρ : X → X be an orbit-representative map of a group action
Gy X, then the following three properties hold:
〈P1. 〉 orbit-labeling: for any x, x′ ∈ X, ρ(x) = ρ(x′) ⇐⇒ G · x = G · x′.
〈P2. 〉 representative: for any x ∈ X, G · ρ(x) = G · x.
〈P3. 〉 idempotent: ρ ◦ ρ = ρ.
Proof. All properties are immediate from the definition of an orbit-representative
map ρ = ρ ◦ q where ρ is a section of the orbit-quotient map q (of Gy X).
〈P1. 〉 The orbit-labeling property is immediate from Remark 6.2.
〈P2. 〉 For any x ∈ X, G · ρ(x) = q ◦ (ρ ◦ q)(x) = (q ◦ ρ) ◦ q(x) = q(x) = G · x.
〈P3. 〉 ρ ◦ ρ = (ρ ◦ q) ◦ (ρ ◦ q) = ρ ◦ (q ◦ ρ) ◦ q = ρ ◦ q = ρ.
Remark 6.3. We interpret Theorem 6.2 in words as follows:
 〈P1. 〉 and 〈P2. 〉 collectively indicate that Imρ = ρ(X) is a fundamental
domain of Gy X in the sense that it is a subset of X containing exactly
one point—called a representative—from each of the orbits;
 〈P3. 〉 indicates that ρ is a projection onto the fundamental domain Imρ
in the sense that it is an idempotent.
Therefore, ρ projects every x ∈ X to a chosen representative of the orbit of x.
The representative ρ(x) = ρ(G · x) is precisely designated by the section ρ; the
fundamental domain Imρ = Imρ is the set of representatives, which bijectively
corresponds to the quotient X/G.
Considering the converse of Theorem 6.2, it turns out that none of the three
properties alone is sufficient to make a function an orbit-representative map.
This insufficiency is obvious for 〈P2. 〉 and 〈P3. 〉, e.g. considering ρ = idX . To
see 〈P1. 〉 alone is also insufficient, we give an example. Let G = 2Z, X = Z,
and the group action G y X be defined by g · x := g + x for any g ∈ G
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and any x ∈ X, then it is clear that in this case X/G = {2Z, 2Z + 1}, where
the two orbits are the set of even numbers and the set of odd numbers. Let
ρ : X → X be a function defined by ρ(x) := 1 − (x mod 2), i.e. ρ(x) = 1 if
x is even whereas ρ(x) = 0 if x is odd. One can check that ρ satisfies 〈P1. 〉:
for any x, x′ ∈ X, ρ(x) = ρ(x′) if and only if x, x′ have the same parity, i.e.
G · x = G · x′. However, ρ is not an orbit-representative map of G y X. This
is because ρ fails 〈P2. 〉: G · 0 = 2Z whereas G · ρ(0) = G · 1 = 2Z + 1; ρ fails
〈P3. 〉 as well: ρ ◦ ρ(0) = ρ(1) = 0 whereas ρ(0) = 1.
Therefore, being an orbit-representative map is stronger than just being
an orbit-labeling map (which only satisfies the orbit-labeling property 〈P1. 〉),
but further requires the label of each orbit to be a point in that orbit, i.e. in-
deed a representative. However, it turns out these two requirements together
are sufficient to precisely characterize an orbit-representative map, yielding the
following converse theorems of Theorem 6.2. Their proofs are relegated to Ap-
pendices C.5 and C.6, respectively.
Theorem 6.3. Let G y X be a G-action on X. A function ρ : X → X is
an orbit-representative map of G y X if it satisfies the orbit-labeling prop-
erty 〈P1. 〉 and the representative property 〈P2. 〉 in Theorem 6.2.
Theorem 6.4. Let G y X be a G-action on X. A function ρ : X → X is
an orbit-representative map of G y X if it satisfies the orbit-labeling prop-
erty 〈P1. 〉 and the idempotent property 〈P3. 〉 in Theorem 6.2.
Remark 6.4. Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 provide two alternative and non-constructive
ways of proving a function is an orbit-representative map.
To solve the orbit computation problem (28), it suffices to have an algorith-
mic implementation of an orbit-labeling map. However, we will also see later
(in Section 8) that the notion of an orbit-representative map, as a special type
of orbit-labeling map, works nicely in the middle of our two-stage algorithm,
regarding nice group actions (like translations) on nice infinite spaces (like Zn).
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7. Algorithmic Roadmap
Thus far, we have presented the problem of orbit computation considered
in this paper, as well as detailed descriptions of its input and desired output.
We are now ready to present an algorithm to solve this problem. Referring to
the problem formulation (28), our algorithm is an implementation of an orbit-
labeling map λ (output) of the group action 〈S〉 y Zn (input) on the subset
Z ⊆ Zn (input).
The complete algorithm requires several steps. In this section, we present an
algorithmic roadmap to walk readers through the big picture, where we outline
the major steps at a high level in their execution order. It is important to
notice that the essence of our orbit computation is to identify the equivalence
relation ∼〈S〉 induced by the group action 〈S〉 y Zn, where x ∼〈S〉 x′ if and
only if they are related by an isometry in 〈S〉. Based on the semidirect-product
decomposition 〈S〉 = [T〈S〉 ◦ R〈S〉], the above isometry equivalence ∼〈S〉 can be
similarly decomposed. Therefore, the main idea in the algorithmic roadmap is to
divide the whole procedure into two stages: considering translation equivalence
∼T〈S〉 first, and rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 in succession.
 In the first stage (Step 1-3), we consider the translation equivalence ∼T〈S〉
on Zn: x ∼T〈S〉 x′ ⇐⇒ T〈S〉 · x = T〈S〉 · x′. Restricting our attention
to the subgroup T〈S〉 E 〈S〉, we derive an explicit formula for an orbit-
representative map ρT of the translation subgroup action T〈S〉 y Zn.
 Building on the first stage, in the second stage (Step 4-5), we further
consider a rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 on ImρT . It is important to point
out that, rather than on Zn, this rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 is a new
equivalence relation on ImρT , i.e. a fundamental domain of T〈S〉 y Zn
representing the space of equivalence classes under ∼T〈S〉 . Roughly speak-
ing, we superimpose ∼R〈S〉 among the equivalence classes under ∼T〈S〉 ,
and merge two equivalence classes in the first stage if they are equiva-
lent in the second stage. Instead of an explicit formula, the while-loop
implements the rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 .
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Algorithmic Roadmap
Step 1: Compute the basis matrix B for T〈S〉, i.e. the matrix
B = [b1, . . . , bm] ∈ Zn×m with {tb1 , . . . , tbm} being a basis of T〈S〉.
Step 2: Compute the pseudoinverse B† := (B>B)−1B>.
Step 3: Compute the orbit-representative map ρT (x) := x−BbB†xc, for
every x ∈ Z, after which the set ρT (Z) is computed.
Step 4: Execute the while-loop below to obtain a label for every x ∈ ρT (Z):
while ρT (Z) is not empty do
pick ω ∈ ρT (Z);
compute the set:
Cω := {rR?(ω) | rR ∈ R〈S〉} ∩ ρT (Z)
where rR? := ρT ◦ rR|ImρT ;
label every element in Cω by ω;
remove elements in Cω from ρT (Z), i.e.
ρT (Z)← ρT (Z)\Cω;
end
Step 5: Label every x ∈ Z by the label of ρT (x).
The entire procedure in the algorithmic roadmap, including both stages, can
be executed solely on the input subset Z ⊆ Zn. In the end, we will show that
composing the two functions implemented by the two stages yields an orbit-
labeling map of 〈S〉 y Zn on Z, which finishes solving the orbit computation
problem (28).
Next, Sections 8 and 9 will respectively delve into the two stages: first
considering translation equivalence, then adding rotation equivalence. These two
sections together will cover the details in each individual step, while in the same
pass, prove that the algorithmic output equals the desired output defined in the
orbit computation problem (28), verifying the correctness of the algorithm.
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8. Algorithmic Stage 1: Translation Equivalence (Step 1-3)
Given any finite and atomic subset S ⊆ ISO(Zn) as input, consider T〈S〉 =
〈S〉 ∩ T(Zn) consisting of all the translations in 〈S〉. In Stage 1, we derive an
explicit formula for an orbit-representative map of T〈S〉 y Zn capturing the
translation equivalence ∼T〈S〉 on Zn. This is started by finding a basis of T〈S〉.
8.1. Finding a Basis of T〈S〉 (Step 1)
Lemma 8.1. T〈S〉 is a free Z–module (of rank ≤ n).
Proof. Both T〈S〉 and T(Zn) are abelian, so both are Z–modules; in particular,
T〈S〉 is a submodule of T(Zn) since T〈S〉 ⊆ T(Zn). Note that T(Zn) ∼= Zn is a
free Z–module (of rank n) and Z is a PID (principal ideal domain). These two
facts imply that T〈S〉 is free (of rank ≤ n).
Remark 8.1. Lemma 8.1 ensures that it makes sense to talk about a basis of
T〈S〉 as a free Z–module (as well as its rank).
To find a basis of T〈S〉, we start from a generating set of it, namely T +S , as
derived earlier in Equation (22). By the definition of an augmented generating
set, here we have
T +S := {rR ◦ tv ◦ r−1R | tv ∈ TS , rR ∈ R〈S〉}
= {tRv | tv ∈ TS , rA ∈ R〈S〉}.
Note that TS = S ∩T(Zn) is finite since S is finite; further, R〈S〉 = 〈S〉 ∩R(Zn)
is also finite since R(Zn) is finite (recall: |R(Zn)| = |N(Zn)| · |P(Zn)| = 2n(n!)).
Therefore, T +S is finite, and elements in T +S can be algorithmically enumerated
by a nested loop with the outer loop enumerating tv ∈ TS and the inner loop
enumerating rR ∈ R〈S〉 and then taking the conjugate.
Enumerating tv ∈ TS is straightforward, since TS is simply the subset of all
translations in the given S. To enumerate rR ∈ R〈S〉, we leverage its semidirect-
product decomposition expressed in Equation (20), which is reproduced below:
R〈S〉 =
[N〈S〉 ◦ P〈S〉] .
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So, the enumeration of rR ∈ R〈S〉 can also be done by a nested loop with the
outer loop enumerating rN ∈ N〈S〉 and the inner loop enumerating rP ∈ P〈S〉
and then taking the composition.
Enumerating rP ∈ P〈S〉 is done by leveraging P〈S〉 = 〈PS〉 in Equation (25),
i.e. P〈S〉 is the subgroup of permutations generated by PS . We mention two ap-
proaches: one from a pre-computed and cached family comprising all subgroups
of the symmetric group Symn (when n is small); the other from scratch.
 Cache. We first pre-compute the family P that comprises all subgroups
of P(Zn) (this is basically the same as enumerating all subgroups of Symn
since P(Zn) ∼= Symn), then 〈PS〉 by definition, is the smallest member in
P containing PS .
 No Cache. We directly generate the subgroup 〈PS〉 from PS with com-
plexity O(|〈PS〉|2). This is a generic method for subgroup generation and
the method imitates the procedure of testing whether a subset is indeed
a subgroup. We save its details until Appendix B.
Enumerating rN ∈ N〈S〉 is done by leveragingN〈S〉 = 〈N+S 〉 in Equation (24),
where by the definition of an augmented generating set,
N+S := {rP ◦ rN ◦ r−1P | rN ∈ NS , rP ∈ P〈S〉}
= {rPNP−1 | rN ∈ NS , rP ∈ P〈S〉}.
Like the enumeration of T +S , elements in N+S can be algorithmically enumerated
by a nested loop with the outer loop enumerating rN ∈ NS (given) and the inner
loop enumerating rP ∈ P〈S〉 (described earlier) and then taking the conjugate.
Now the final question: once we have enumerated elements in N+S , how do
we enumerate elements in N〈S〉 = 〈N+S 〉? The catch is to recognize N〈S〉 as a
free Z2–module, so we can compute N〈S〉 as the span of a basis.
Lemma 8.2. N〈S〉 is isomorphic to a free Z2–module (of rank ≤ n).
Proof. First, one can check: (N(Zn), ◦) ∼= (Zn2 ,+) where Zn2 = {0, 1}n and + is
addition modulo 2. Second, it is known that Zn2 is a Z2–vector space of rank n,
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hence, a free Z2–module. Since N〈S〉 ≤ N(Zn) ∼= Zn2 , then N〈S〉 is isomorphic
to a subgroup of Zn2 . This subgroup is a submodule since (Zn2 ,+) is abelian;
further, this subgroup is a free submodule since (Z2,+,×) as a field is a PID.
Therefore, N〈S〉 is isomorphic to a free Z2–module (of rank ≤ n).
Remark 8.2. N〈S〉 is finite. In particular, if rank(N〈S〉) = k, then |N〈S〉| = 2k.
Therefore, from the generating set N+S and via a variant of Gaussian Elim-
ination (in Z2), we can compute a basis of N〈S〉 = 〈N+S 〉, and every element in
N〈S〉 can be identified by a unique linear combination of the basis.
So far, in a retrospective manner, we have introduced the whole pathway of
computing a generating set of T〈S〉, namely T +S , consisting of several nested sub-
routines. In the last step, we compute a basis of T〈S〉 from T +S . We summarize
the complete computational flow in Figure 3.
Lastly, to complete the whole picture, we give the details of computing a
basis from a generating set of a free module. There are two such cases involved
in the complete computational flow in Figure 3: one is in the middle for the free
Z2–module 〈N+S 〉; the other is in the end for the free Z–module 〈T +S 〉.
 From N+S to a basis of N〈S〉 = 〈N+S 〉: boolean row reduction. We run the
boolean version of Gaussian Elimination to obtain the (unique) reduced
row echelon form of the matrix obtained from aligning the boolean vectors
that isomorphically correspond to the generators in N+S row by row. Note:
in the boolean version, Gaussian Elimination is easy, where there are only
two types of elementary row operations: 1) swapping two rows; 2) adding
(i.e. modulo-2 addition, or logical XOR) one row to another.
 From T +S to a basis of T〈S〉 = 〈T +S 〉: integral row reduction. We use
the LLL (Lenstra-Lenstra-Lova´sz) Algorithm [16] to compute the Hermite
normal form (an analogue of reduced echelon form) of the matrix obtained
from aligning the translation vectors of the generators in T +S row by row.
Note: integral row reduction is more complex than boolean row reduction.
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6
Figure 3: The complete computational flow of computing a basis of T〈S〉. The dotted circles
mark the inputs; the dotted rectangle marks the output. Numbers mark the execution order.
8.2. Computing the Translation Equivalence ∼T〈S〉 on Zn (Step 2-3)
Let {tb1 , . . . , tbm} be the basis of T〈S〉 computed in the previous subsection,
and call B := [b1, . . . , bm] ∈ Zn×m the basis matrix of T〈S〉. Notably, B> is the
(row-style) Hermite normal form produced by the LLL algorithm. The column
space of the basis matrix BZm := {Bµ | µ ∈ Zm} is the set consisting of all
linear combinations (with integral coefficients) of {b1, . . . , bm}. So, BZm ∼= T〈S〉
is also the set consisting of all translation vectors found in T〈S〉, i.e.
v ∈ BZm ⇐⇒ tv ∈ T〈S〉. (30)
Theorem 8.1. The set {b1, . . . , bm} is linearly independent over R. (Note:
the fact that {b1, . . . , bm} is a basis of a free Z-module only assures that it is
linearly independent over Z. See the proof in Appendix C.7.)
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Corollary 8.1. As a real matrix, the basis matrix B has full column rank, i.e.
rank(B) = m. (Therefore, B>B is invertible.)
Remark 8.3. We denote the pseudoinverse of B by B† := (B>B)−1B>, and
review three known facts about it. First, B† is a left inverse, i.e. B†B = I.
Second, for any x ∈ Rn, BB†x is the Euclidean projection of x onto the column
space of B (i.e. the closest point in BRm to x), where B†x gives the coefficients.
Third, any x ∈ Rn can be decomposed into two orthogonal parts as follows:
x = (x−BB†x) +BB†x such that ‖x‖22 = ‖x−BB†x‖22 + ‖BB†x‖22.
Definition 8.1. Define ρT : Zn → Zn by the following formula
ρT (x) := x−BbB†xc for any x ∈ Zn, (31)
where b·c takes the floor function coordinate-wise.
Remark 8.4. Figure 4 depicts the operator BbB†·c : Rn → BZm:
Rn Rm
Zm
B·BZ
m
B·
◆◆ b·c
B†·
x
BbB†xc 2
2
Figure 4: A commutative diagram illustrating the operator BbB†·c : Rn → BZm.
Theorem 8.2. ρT is an orbit-representative map of T〈S〉 y Zn.
Proof. We first check the orbit-labeling property. Pick any x, x′ ∈ Zn. Suppose
T〈S〉 · x = T〈S〉 · x′, then there exists a translation tv ∈ T〈S〉 such that x′ =
tv(x) = x+ v. By Condition (30), v ∈ BZm, i.e. v = Bµ for some µ ∈ Zm. So,
ρT (x′) = x′ −BbB†x′c
= x+Bµ−BbB†(x+Bµ)c
= x+Bµ−BbB†x+ µc
= x+Bµ−B(bB†xc+ µ)
= x−BbB†xc = ρT (x).
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x2
x1O
BbB†xc
x = BB†x
⇢T (x)
b1
b2
(b)(a)
x
BB†x
BbB†xc
x1
x2x3
O
⇢T (x)
b2
b1
Figure 5: Two examples for ρT : Zn → Zn with some basis matrix B = [b1 b2] ∈ Zn×2: (a)
n = 2; (b) n = 3. In both examples, ρT is an orbit-representative map of span({tb1 , tb2}) y
Zn, and all integral points in the shaded area—the parallelogram in (a) and the infinite cube
in (b)—form the fundamental domain ImρT . Given any x ∈ Zn, ρT (x) is a projection (in
the sense of an idempotent) of x onto the fundamental domain. This projection is pictorially
dissected into the process (green path): x 7→ BB†x 7→ BbB†xc 7→ x−BbB†xc =: ρT (x).
Conversely, suppose ρT (x) = ρT (x′), then x− BbB†xc = x′ − BbB†x′c. Rear-
ranging the terms yields x′ = x+Bµ = tBµ(x) with µ = bB†x′c− bB†xc ∈ Zm.
By Condition (30), tBµ ∈ T〈S〉. Therefore, T〈S〉 · x = T〈S〉 · x′.
Now we check the representative property. By definition, for any x ∈ X,
ρT (x) = x − BbB†xc = t−BbB†xc(x) where the translation vector −BbB†xc ∈
BZm. By Condition (30), t−BbB†xc ∈ T〈S〉. This implies T〈S〉 · ρT (x) = T〈S〉 · x.
Thus, by Theorem 6.3, ρT is an orbit-representative map of the translation
subgroup action T〈S〉 y Zn.
We give two examples to illustrate the function ρT defined in Definition 8.1.
In the first example (Figure 5a), we consider Z2 and B ∈ Z2×2, where the pseu-
doinverse of B is the inverse, i.e. B† = B−1; in the second example (Figure 5b),
we consider Z3 and B ∈ Z3×2, where the pseudoinverse is only a left inverse.
In both examples, we dissect the mapping x 7→ ρT (x) in the following process:
x 7→ BB†x 7→ BbB†xc 7→ x−BbB†xc =: ρT (x).
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Remark 8.5. The following are immediate from the general properties of an
orbit-representative map mentioned in Remark 6.3.
 ImρT is a fundamental domain of T〈S〉 y Zn.
 ρT is a projection onto ImρT in the sense of an idempotent: ρT ◦ρT = ρT .
 For any x ∈ Zn, ρT (x) is a representative of the orbit T〈S〉 · x.
9. Algorithmic Stage 2: Rotation Equivalence (Step 4-5)
So far, we have identified that two points are equivalent if they are related
by a translation in T〈S〉. We further identify that two equivalence classes of
points are themselves equivalent if they are related by a rotation in R〈S〉. Since
every isometry in the atomically generated subgroup 〈S〉 is uniquely represented
by a translation in T〈S〉 and a rotation in R〈S〉 (cf. Equation (19)), intuitively,
merging classes of translation equivalent points that are further rotation equiv-
alent yields the set of equivalence classes under ∼〈S〉, i.e. the set of orbits under
〈S〉 y Zn. In this section, we will make the above intuition precise, while at
the same time, elaborate on Stage 2 in the algorithmic roadmap.
We start from a general setting where we introduce a new group action, called
induced quotient action, which will play a central role later in depicting rotation
equivalence on the classes of translation equivalent points, or equivalently, on
the representatives of these classes.
9.1. Preliminary: Induced Quotient Action
Throughout this subsection, let us temporarily forget about isometries, and
work in a general setting: let G be a group, X be a set, and · : G × X → X
be a group action G y X; further, let A E G be a normal subgroup of G and
Ay X denote the corresponding subgroup action.
Theorem 9.1. Define • : G/A×X/A→ X/A by
(gA) • (A · x) := A · (g · x), (32)
then • is a group action, named the induced quotient action G/Ay X/A.
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Proof. We first show • is well-defined, i.e. the definition of • does not depend
on the choice of g ∈ G and x ∈ X. For any g′ ∈ G and x′ ∈ X, if gA = g′A and
A · x = A · x′, then there exist a1, a2 ∈ A such that g′ = ga1 and x′ = a2 · x.
Therefore, g′ · x′ = (ga1) · (a2 · x) = g · a1 · a2 · g−1 · g · x = (ga1a2g−1) · (g · x).
Note that ga1a2g
−1 ∈ A since A E G. This implies that g′ · x′ ∈ A · (g · x), or
equivalently A · (g′ · x′) = A · (g · x).
Now we check • is a group action:
1) for any A · x ∈ X/A, A • (A · x) = (eA) • (A · x) = A · (e · x) = A · x;
2) for any gA, g′A ∈ G/A and any A · x ∈ X/A,
(g′A) • ((gA) • (A · x)) = (g′A) • (A · (g · x))
= A(g′ · (g · x))
= A · ((g′g) · x) (33)
= ((g′g)A) • (A · x)
= ((g′A)(gA)) • (A · x).
Therefore, • satisfies the two defining axioms of a group action, which implies
that the induced quotient action G/Ay X/A is indeed a group action.
Remark 9.1. In the theorem, it is clear • is defined via · (cf. Equation (32));
further, in the proof, the fact that • is a group action strongly relies on the fact
that · is a group action (cf. Equation (33)). Therefore, the induced quotient
action G/Ay X/A is induced from the group action Gy X.
Let ∼G denote the equivalence relation (on X) associated with the group
action G y X; let ∼G/A denote the equivalence relation (on X/A) associated
with the induced quotient action G/A y X/A. The next theorem ties the two
equivalence relations together, being the central theorem in this subsection.
Theorem 9.2. For any x, x′ ∈ X, x ∼G x′ if and only if A · x ∼G/A A · x′.
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Proof. Pick any x, x′ ∈ X, then
x ∼G x′ ⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. x′ = g · x
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G, a ∈ A s.t. x′ = (ag) · x
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G, a ∈ A s.t. x′ = a · (g · x)
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. A · x′ = A · (g · x)
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. A · x′ = (gA) • (A · x)
⇐⇒ ∃gA ∈ G/A s.t. A · x′ = (gA) • (A · x)
⇐⇒ A · x ∼G/A A · x′.
One can check that the second ⇐⇒ is true:
=⇒ holds since g = a(a−1g) for any a ∈ A;
⇐= holds since ag ∈ G.
The conclusions derived so far hold in the general setting introduced at the
beginning of this subsection. Further introducing two new special assumptions,
one at a time, into the general setting allows us to rewrite the equivalence
relation ∼G/A on X/A in two new forms.
First new assumption. Under the general setting, in addition, let G have the
following semidirect-product decomposition: G = [AB]. So, for any g ∈ G,
there exists a unique a ∈ A and b ∈ B such that g = ab, and as we did earlier,
this uniqueness was used to define ϕA : G → A and ϕB : G → B such that for
any g ∈ G, g = ϕA(g)ϕB(g). This allows us to rewrite the definition of ∼G/A
as follows: for any x, x′ ∈ X
A · x ∼G/A A · x′ ⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. A · x′ = (gA) • (A · x) = A · (g · x)
⇐⇒ ∃b ∈ B s.t. A · x′ = (bA) • (A · x) = A · (b · x).
One can check that the second ⇐⇒ is true:
=⇒ holds since gA = ϕA(g)ϕB(g)A = ϕB(g)ϕB(g)−1ϕA(g)ϕB(g)A = ϕB(g)A
where ϕB(g) ∈ B;
⇐= holds since b ∈ B and B ≤ G implies that b ∈ G.
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Second new assumption. Under the general setting, in addition, let ρ : X → X
be an orbit-representative map of Ay X, i.e. ρ(x) = ρ(A · x) for some section
ρ of the orbit-quotient map of A y X (cf. Definition 6.2). This allows us to
rewrite the definition of ∼G/A as follows: for any x, x′ ∈ X
A · x ∼G/A A · x′ ⇐⇒ A · ρ(x) ∼G/A A · x′
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. A · x′ = (gA) • (A · ρ(x)) = A · (g · ρ(x))
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. ρ(A · x′) = ρ(A · (g · ρ(x)))
⇐⇒ ∃g ∈ G s.t. ρ(x′) = ρ(g · ρ(x)) =: g?(ρ(x)).
From the first to the last ⇐⇒ , we respectively used Theorem 6.2〈P2. 〉, the
definition of ∼G/A, the fact that ρ is injective, and the definition of ρ. In the
last expression, we introduced a new function g?, more precisely defined below.
Definition 9.1. Under the general setting and the second new assumption, for
any g ∈ G, we define the projected-g function g? : Imρ→ Imρ by g?(ω) = ρ(g·ω).
Remark 9.2. As an orbit-representative map, ρ is a projection onto the funda-
mental domain Imρ (in the sense of an idempotent). This explains why we call
g? the “projected-g” function, since it first applies the group action g· and then
the projection ρ. More concisely, g? can be expressed by the following diagram:
Imρ
⊆
↪−−−−→ X g·−−−−−→ X ρ−−−−→ Imρ.
If both assumptions are appended to the general setting, the following is
immediate as a corollary of Theorem 9.2. We present it in its entirety below
since this corollary is applied later for isometries..
Corollary 9.1. Let G be a group that has a semidirect-product decomposition:
G = [AB]. Let X be a set, · : G × X → X be a group action G y X, and
• : G/A ×X/A → X/A be the induced quotient action G/A y X/A. Further,
let ρ : X → X be an orbit-representative map of Ay X, and g? : Imρ→ Imρ be
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the corresponding projected-g function for any g ∈ G. Then, for any x, x′ ∈ X,
G · x = G · x′ (34)
⇐⇒ (G/A) • (A · x) = (G/A) • (A · x′) (35)
⇐⇒ ∃b ∈ B s.t. ρ(x′) = b?(ρ(x)). (36)
9.2. Computing the Rotation Equivalence ∼R〈S〉 on ImρT (Step 4-5)
We return to our main mathematical object in this paper—the subgroup
〈S〉 generated from a finite and atomic subset S ⊆ ISO(Zn). Backed by Corol-
lary 9.1, we are now ready to introduce the rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 on the
fundamental domain ImρT (of T〈S〉 y Zn), and to show that it is the last piece
needed to solve the orbit computation problem (28).
Referring to the generic terms in the previous subsection, in this subsection,
we specifically let
G = 〈S〉, A = T〈S〉, B = R〈S〉, X = Zn, ρ = ρT .
One can check that the above assignments satisfy all the conditions (including
both of the two additional assumptions) in the previous subsection.
Definition 9.2. We define the rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 on ImρT as follows:
for any ρT (x), ρT (x′) ∈ ImρT ,
ρT (x) ∼R〈S〉 ρT (x′) ⇐⇒ ∃rR ∈ R〈S〉 s.t. ρT (x′) = rR?(ρT (x)). (37)
(Note: rR? is a shorthand notation for (rR)? for the sake of notational brevity.)
Remark 9.3. While the translation equivalence ∼T〈S〉 is on Zn, the rotation
equivalence ∼R〈S〉 is on ImρT .
It is important to recognize that the nature of the rotation equivalence
∼R〈S〉 is the equivalence relation associated with the induced quotient action
G/A y X/A, i.e. 〈S〉/T〈S〉 y Zn/T〈S〉 in our specific case here. More specifi-
cally, let ∼〈S〉/T〈S〉 be the equivalence relation associated with the induced quo-
tient action. Then it is immediate from (35)⇐⇒ (36) in Corollary 9.1 that: for
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any two orbits T〈S〉 · x, T〈S〉 · x′ ∈ Zn/T〈S〉,
(T〈S〉 · x) ∼〈S〉/T〈S〉 (T〈S〉 · x′) ⇐⇒ ∃rR ∈ R〈S〉 s.t. ρT (x′) = rR?(ρT (x)). (38)
Since the right sides of Expressions (37) and (38) are the same, it is clear now
that ∼R〈S〉 and ∼〈S〉/T〈S〉 are basically the same thing (which in turn verifies that
the rotation equivalence ∼R〈S〉 defined in Definition 9.2 is indeed an equivalence
relation). More explicitly, for any x, x′ ∈ Zn,
ρT (x) ∼R〈S〉 ρT (x′) ⇐⇒ (T〈S〉 · x) ∼〈S〉/T〈S〉 (T〈S〉 · x′).
Lastly, it is important to note in the above that not only are the two sides basi-
cally the same thing, but this is the case for each individual term as well. More
specifically, there is a bijection—the underlying section ρT when restricted to be
surjective—mapping every T〈S〉 · x to ρT (x), since ρT is an orbit-representative
map; there is another bijection—particularly an isomorphism—from 〈S〉/T〈S〉
to R〈S〉, since 〈S〉/T〈S〉 ∼= R〈S〉.
The next theorem is immediate from (34) ⇐⇒ (36) in Corollary 9.1, which
is the cornerstone of proving the correctness of our entire algorithmic roadmap.
Theorem 9.3. For any x, x′ ∈ Zn, 〈S〉 · x = 〈S〉 · x′ if and only if there exists
a rotation rR ∈ R〈S〉 such that ρT (x′) = rR?(ρT (x)).
Now let us see how Steps 4 and 5 complete the whole algorithmic roadmap,
which is for solving the orbit computation problem (28) on any finite input
space Z ⊆ Zn. By the end of Step 3, we have computed the set ρT (Z), i.e. the
projection of Z onto the fundamental domain ImρT of the translation subgroup
action T〈S〉 y Zn. Continuing from there, the while-loop in Step 4 defines a
function ρWL : ρT (Z)→ ρT (Z) that maps every ω ∈ ρT (Z) to its label ρWL(ω).
Then after Step 5, every x ∈ Z is labeled ρWL ◦ ρT (x).
Theorem 9.4. The function λ := ρWL ◦ρT |Z , defined by the whole algorithmic
roadmap, is an orbit-labeling map of 〈S〉y Zn on Z.
Proof. Pick any x, x′ ∈ Z. First, note that λ(x) = ρWL(ρT (x)) ∈ ρT (Z), thus,
there exists a z ∈ Z such that ρWL(ρT (x)) = ρT (z). By the definition of ρWL
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(the while-loop), ρT (x) ∈ CρT (z). By the definition of CρT (z), there exists a
rR ∈ R〈S〉 such that ρT (x) = rR?(ρT (z)). By Theorem 9.3, 〈S〉 · x = 〈S〉 · z.
Now following the above argument for x′ ∈ X, we have
λ(x′) = ρT (z) ⇐⇒ ρWL(ρT (x′)) = ρT (z)
⇐⇒ ρT (x′) ∈ CρT (z)
⇐⇒ ρT (x′) = rR′?(ρT (z)) for some rR′ ∈ R〈S〉
⇐⇒ 〈S〉 · x′ = 〈S〉 · z.
Since λ(x) = ρT (z) and 〈S〉 · x = 〈S〉 · z, then
λ(x) = λ(x′) ⇐⇒ 〈S〉 · x = 〈S〉 · x′.
By Definition 6.1, λ is an orbit-labeling map of 〈S〉 y Zn on the input subset
Z ⊆ Zn.
The algorithmic roadmap implements the function λ, and outputs the par-
tition { λ−1({λ(x)}) | x ∈ Z } of Z. As shown in the proof of Theorem 9.4, the
orbit-labeling map λ satisfies the orbit-labeling property
λ(x) = λ(x′) ⇐⇒ 〈S〉 · x = 〈S〉 · x′ for any x, x′ ∈ Z. (39)
Further, one can check for any x, x′ ∈ Z, we have
 the left side of (39): λ(x) = λ(x′) ⇐⇒ x′ ∈ λ−1({λ(x)});
 the right side of (39): 〈S〉 · x = 〈S〉 · x′ ⇐⇒ x′ ∈ (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z.
Therefore, replacing both sides of (39) by their equivalent expressions in the
above yields x′ ∈ λ−1({λ(x)}) ⇐⇒ x′ ∈ (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z for any x, x′ ∈ Z, i.e.
λ−1({λ(x)}) = (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z for any x ∈ Z. This further implies that
{ λ−1({λ(x)}) | x ∈ Z } = { (〈S〉 · x) ∩ Z | x ∈ Z } = Z/〈S〉.
So now, we have verified that our algorithmic output equals the desired output
in the orbit computation problem (28).
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10. Computational Complexity Analysis
Referring to the algorithmic roadmap in Section 7, we analyze the computa-
tional complexity of each individual step, and discuss the possibility of parallel
computing whenever applicable.
Step 1 in the roadmap can be summarized by Figure 3, which consists of six
sub-steps executed in succession.
 In Sub-step 1, we generate the subgroup of permutations P〈S〉 = 〈PS〉 by
its generating set PS , which can be done by Algorithm 1 in the appendix
in O(|〈PS〉|2) time. Both for-loops in the while-loop of Algorithm 1 can
be parallelized, whereas the while-loop itself cannot.
 In Sub-step 2, we generate N+S = c¯P〈S〉(NS), which can be achieved by
O(|NS ||P〈S〉|) conjugations and can be parallelized.
 In Sub-step 3, we first run the boolean version of Gaussian Elimination to
get a basis of N〈S〉 from its generating set N+S , and then generate N〈S〉 =
〈N+S 〉 by enumerating all linear combinations (with boolean coefficients) of
the basis elements. The former can be done by O(n2|N+S |) bit operations
in a sequential Gaussian Elimination and can be further reduced to O(n2+
n log2 |N+S |) bit operations in a parallel Gaussian Elimination [17]; the
latter can be done in O(2k) time where k is the size of the basis.
 In Sub-step 4, we generate R〈S〉 = N〈S〉 ◦ P〈S〉, which can be achieved by
O(|N〈S〉||P〈S〉|) compositions and can be parallelized.
 In Sub-step 5, we generate T +S = c¯R〈S〉(TS), which can be achieved by
O(|TS ||R〈S〉|) conjugations and can be parallelized.
 In Sub-step 6, we run the LLL (Lenstra-Lenstra-Lova´sz) algorithm to get
a basis of T〈S〉 from its generating set T +S in O(|T +S |5n log3 b) time (where
b is the largest Euclidean norm of the input vectors) [16].
Step 2 involves basic matrix-matrix multiplications and a matrix inversion,
which has a complexity of O(2m2n + m3). Note: for a given generating set
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S, Steps 1 and 2 (or Stage 1) have nothing to do with the subset Z, and are
considered one-time pre-computation and cached in the computer memory.
Now entering Stage 2, Step 3 involves basic matrix-vector multiplications,
which has a complexity of O(mn) for every x ∈ Z. So, the total complexity of
this step isO(mn|Z|), but the computation of |Z| projections can be parallelized.
Step 4 executes the while-loop whose complexity is dominated by computing
O(k|R〈S〉|) projected rotations, where k is the size of the output partition, i.e.
k = |Z/〈S〉|. Unfortunately, this while-loop cannot be parallelized. Step 5 is
simply an O(|Z|) labeling procedure and can certainly be parallelized.
11. Conclusions, Applications, and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm to solve the orbit computation
problem under the isometry subgroup action 〈S〉y Zn, with the generating set
S ⊆ ISO(Zn) being both finite and atomic. The essence of the algorithm is
to leverage the semidirect-product decomposition of the acting subgroup 〈S〉,
and our newly introduced notion of an atomically generated subgroup is key for
such subgroup to inherit the global semidirect-product structure from ISO(Zn).
Governed by the inherited structure, the algorithm takes two major stages—
considering translation equivalence first and rotation equivalence in succession—
to eventually reach an algorithmic implementation of an orbit-labeling map λ.
The map λ produces a label for every point in the input space such that points
are labeled same if and only if they are in the same orbit. Thus, we can precisely
recover the desired orbit-partition of any finite input space Z/〈S〉 from λ, more
precisely, Z/〈S〉 = { λ−1({λ(x)}) | x ∈ Z }. Further, the algorithm is designed
in a way that exploits parallel computing in many of its subroutines.
Besides its algorithmic merit, solving the orbit computation problem in this
paper has a direct impact on many applications. For example, we can make
(and then learn) computational abstractions of music composition in the form
of different sets of orbits [12], since many music transformations fall under the
category of isometries [5]. Just to name a few: music transpositions are trans-
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lations, melodic inversions are negations, and harmonic inversions are permu-
tations. Similar techniques for computational abstraction may be used to dis-
cover isometry-induced symmetries for biological data such as single-cell RNA
sequencing data from the developing mouse retina [18].
In the hope of exploring more application domains in the future, we plan to
go beyond the main mathematical objects in this paper from Euclidean isome-
tries acting on Zn to hyperbolic isometries acting on hyperbolic spaces. We
are particularly interested in extending the main results in this paper to the
latter case, since not only can we possibly leverage a similar semidirect-product
decomposition, but also hyperbolic spaces may be useful in modeling some data
spaces in the real world, e.g. human olfactory space [19].
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Appendix A. Mathematical Notations
Notation Meaning
G a group
X a set
Gy X a G-action on X
Ak · · ·A1 the product of Ak, . . . , A1 ⊆ G
[A2A1] the (inner) semidirect product of A2, A1 ≤ G
[Ak · · ·A1] [Ak [Ak−1 · · ·A1]] recursively
G = [Ak · · ·A1] an (inner) semidirect-product decomposition of G
ISO(Zn) the group of isometries of Zn
T(Zn) the group of translations of Zn
R(Zn) the group of (generalized) rotations of Zn
N(Zn) the group of (coordinate-wise) negations of Zn
P(Zn) the group of (coordinate-wise) permutations of Zn
tv : Zn → Zn a translation, tv(x) := x+ v
rR : Zn → Zn a (generalized) rotation, rR(x) := Rx
TS S ∩ T(Zn), for any S ⊆ ISO(Zn)
RS S ∩ R(Zn), for any S ⊆ ISO(Zn)
NS S ∩ N(Zn), for any S ⊆ ISO(Zn)
PS S ∩ P(Zn), for any S ⊆ ISO(Zn)
c¯b : A→ A the conjugation function c¯b(a) = bab−1
q orbit-quotient map
λ (= λ ◦ q) orbit-labeling map (λ is injective)
ρ (= ρ ◦ q) orbit-representative map (ρ is a section of q)
B† (= (B>B)−1B>) the pseudoinverse of a matrix B (full column rank)
b·c : Rm → Zm the (coordinate-wise) floor function
ρT : Zn → Zn ρT (x) := x−BbB†xc, an orbit-representative map
g? projected-g function
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Appendix B. The Generic Algorithm for Subgroup Generation
Let G be a group and S ⊆ G be a finite subset. We give an algorithm to
compute 〈S〉 when this generated subgroup itself is finite. Here, computing 〈S〉
means enumerating all elements in 〈S〉, so it makes sense only when 〈S〉 is finite.
Input: a finite subset S (⊆ G)
Output: the subgroup H = 〈S〉
Function SubgroupGeneration(S):
initialize: H = S ∪ S−1; Hold = ∅; Hnew = H;
while Hnew 6= ∅ do
Haug = ∅;
for each pair (s, s′) ∈ Hold ×Hnew satisfying ss′ /∈ H do
Haug = Haug ∪ {ss′}; Haug = Haug ∪ {(ss′)−1};
end
for each pair (s, s′) ∈ Hnew ×Hnew satisfying ss′ /∈ H do
Haug = Haug ∪ {ss′}; Haug = Haug ∪ {(ss′)−1};
end
Hold = H; Hnew = Haug; H = Hold ∪Hnew;
end
return H;
Algorithm 1: Finite subgroup generation from a finite generating set.
One can check that the subset H ⊆ G returned by the algorithm is closed
under the group operation as well as under the taking of inverses. So, H passes
the subgroup test, and is indeed a subgroup containing S, which implies that
H ⊇ 〈S〉. Further, any h ∈ H is generated from elements in S ∪ S−1, which
implies that H ⊆ 〈S〉. Therefore, H = 〈S〉.
The incremental manner of the algorithm assures that any pair s, s′ ∈ H has
been considered exactly once, during which we check if ss′ and (ss′)−1 are in H
and add them to H if they are not initially. So, this is an O(|H|2) algorithm.
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Appendix C. Mathematical Proofs
C.1. Lemma 4.1
Proof. For any g ∈ 〈S〉, we derived earlier that
ϕA(g) = a`c¯b`(a`−1)c¯b`b`−1(a`−2) · · · c¯b`···b2(a1),
for some a`, . . . , a1 ∈ 〈AS〉, b`, . . . , b1 ∈ 〈BS〉. The first term a` ∈ 〈AS〉 ≤ 〈A+S 〉.
Further, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , `− 1}, we first expand aj ∈ 〈AS〉 by aj = a′j′ · · · a′1
for some a′j′ , . . . , a
′
1 ∈ AS , and then leverage the first property in Remark 4.1
to rewrite each remaining term as follows:
c¯b`···bj+1(aj) = c¯b`···bj+1(a
′
j′ · · · a′1) = c¯b`···bj+1(a′j′) · · · c¯b`···bj+1(a′1).
The fact that b` · · · bj+1 ∈ 〈BS〉 implies that
c¯b`···bj+1(a
′
j′), · · · , c¯b`···bj+1(a′1) ∈ A+S ,
which further implies that c¯b`···bj+1(aj) ∈ 〈A+S 〉 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , `− 1}. Thus,
ϕA(g) ∈ 〈A+S 〉, i.e. ϕA(〈S〉) ⊆ 〈A+S 〉.
C.2. Lemma 4.2
Proof. For any g ∈ 〈S〉, we derived earlier that
ϕB(g) = b` · · · b2b1,
for some b`, . . . , b1 ∈ 〈BS〉. Thus, ϕB(g) ∈ 〈BS〉, i.e. ϕB(〈S〉) ⊆ 〈BS〉.
C.3. Theorem 4.7
Proof. We prove by induction on k. First of all, the base case (i.e. k = 2) is
Theorem 4.1. Now assuming Theorem 4.7 holds for all k − 1, we show that it
also holds for k.
Let H = [Ak−1 · · ·A1], then by the recursive definition of the bracket nota-
tion, [Ak · · ·A1] = [Ak [Ak−1 · · ·A1]]. Therefore, G = [AkH]. By Theorem 4.1,
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we have
〈S〉 = [(Ak)〈S〉H〈S〉] where (C.1)
(Ak)〈S〉 = 〈(Ak)+S 〉 = ϕAk(〈S〉) (C.2)
H〈S〉 = 〈HS〉 = ϕH(〈S〉). (C.3)
In the above, (Ak)+S := c¯H〈S〉((Ak)S) and notably, HS = H+S .
Now we zoom into H = [Ak−1 · · ·A1]. First, since S is an atomic subset
of G, i.e. S ⊆ Ak ∪ · · · ∪ A1, then HS = S ∩ H ⊆ (Ak ∪ · · · ∪ A1) ∩ H =
{e} ∪ Ak−1 ∪ · · · ∪ A1 = Ak−1 ∪ · · · ∪ A1, which implies that HS is an atomic
subset of H with respect to the (k − 1)-ary semidirect-product decomposition
of H. Then, applying the induction hypothesis,
〈HS〉 =
[
(Ak−1)〈HS〉 · · · (A1)〈HS〉
]
where
(Aj)〈HS〉 = 〈(Aj)+HS 〉 = ϕAj (〈HS〉) for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
In the above, (Aj)+HS := c¯(Aj−1)〈HS〉···(A1)〈HS〉((Aj)HS ). By Equation (C.3), we
observe that 〈HS〉 = H〈S〉, thus, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1},
(Aj)〈HS〉 = (Aj)H〈S〉 = 〈S〉 ∩H ∩Aj = 〈S〉 ∩Aj = (Aj)〈S〉
ϕAj (〈HS〉) = ϕAj (H〈S〉) = ϕAj ((Ak)〈S〉H〈S〉) = ϕAj (〈S〉)
(Aj)HS = S ∩H ∩Aj = S ∩Aj = (Aj)S .
Therefore, we can rewrite the above expression for 〈HS〉 as follows:
H〈S〉 =
[
(Ak−1)〈S〉 · · · (A1)〈S〉
]
where
(Aj)〈S〉 = 〈(Aj)+S 〉 = ϕAj (〈S〉) for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}.
In the above, (Aj)+S := c¯(Aj−1)〈S〉···(A1)〈S〉((Aj)S).
Plugging the above expression for H〈S〉 in Expressions (C.1)–(C.3), we have
〈S〉 = [(Ak)〈S〉 [(Ak−1)〈S〉 · · · (A1)〈S〉]] = [(Ak)〈S〉 · · · (A1)〈S〉] ,
where for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, (Aj)〈S〉 = 〈(Aj)+S 〉 = ϕAj (〈S〉).
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We finally check that the augmented generating sets are also consistent. By
definition, (Ak)+S = c¯H〈S〉((Ak)S) = c¯(Ak−1)〈S〉···(A1)〈S〉((Ak)S), which is indeed
consistent with the other formulae (Aj)+S = c¯(Aj−1)〈S〉···(A1)〈S〉((Aj)S) for any
j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. This completes the proof.
C.4. Theorem 6.1
Proof. Suppose λ : Z → L is an orbit-labeling map of G y X on Z. Let
λ : q(Z) → L be the function defined by λ(G · x) := λ(x) for any x ∈ Z. We
first show λ is well-defined. For any x, x′ ∈ Z satisfying G · x = G · x′, we have
λ(G · x) = λ(x) = λ(x′) = λ(G · x′), where the second equality holds by the
backward direction of the orbit-labeling property (29). Further, λ is injective,
since for any x, x′ ∈ Z, if λ(G · x) = λ(G · x′), i.e. λ(x) = λ(x′), then by the
forward direction of the orbit-labeling property (29), G · x = G · x′. Finally, for
any x ∈ Z,
λ ◦ q||Z(x) = λ(q(x)) = λ(G · x) = λ(x),
which verifies that the diagram in Figure 1 is commutative, i.e. λ = λ ◦ q||Z .
Conversely, suppose λ : q(Z) → L is an injective function, and denote λ =
λ ◦ q||Z . It is clear that λ : Z → L; further, for any x, x′ ∈ Z,
λ(x) = λ(x′) ⇐⇒ λ ◦ q||Z(x) = λ ◦ q||Z(x′)
⇐⇒ λ(G · x) = λ(G · x′)
⇐⇒ G · x = G · x′,
where the last ⇐⇒ holds since λ is an injective function. This verifies that λ
is an orbit-labeling map of Gy X on Z.
C.5. Theorem 6.3
Proof. Let ρ : X/G → X be a function defined by ρ(G · x) := ρ(x). Pick any
G · x, G · x′ ∈ X/G, and apply the two directions of 〈P1. 〉. The fact that
G · x = G · x′ =⇒ ρ(x) = ρ(x′) indicates that ρ is well-defined; the fact that
ρ(x) = ρ(x′) =⇒ G · x = G · x′ indicates that ρ is injective. Further, for any
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G · x ∈ X/G, q ◦ ρ(G · x) = q(ρ(x)) = G · ρ(x) = G · x, where we used 〈P2. 〉 in
the last equality. This implies that q ◦ ρ = id
X/G
. Therefore, ρ is a section of q.
Finally, it is clear that ρ = ρ ◦ q is an orbit-representative map of Gy X.
C.6. Theorem 6.4
Proof. Let ρ : X/G → X be a function defined by ρ(G · x) := ρ(x). Following
the same argument from the proof of Theorem 6.3, 〈P1. 〉 alone guarantees that
ρ is well-defined and injective. Further, for any G · x ∈ X/G,
ρ ◦ q ◦ ρ(G · x) = ρ ◦ q ◦ ρ ◦ q(x) = ρ ◦ ρ(x) = ρ(x) = ρ(G · x),
where the second last equality is 〈P3. 〉, i.e. ρ is an idempotent. Since ρ is
injective, then the above equation further implies that q ◦ ρ(G · x) = G · x for
any G · x ∈ X/G, i.e. q ◦ ρ = id
X/G
. Therefore, ρ is a section of q. Finally, it is
clear that ρ = ρ ◦ q is an orbit-representative map of Gy X.
C.7. Theorem 8.1
Proof. Let λ1, . . . , λm ∈ R such that λ1b1+ · · ·+λmbm = 0. Write this equality
coordinate-wise: for i = 1, . . . , n,
λ1(b1)i + · · ·+ λm(bm)i = 0.
Let ν : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n} be the pivot function such that ν(k) denotes
the position of the pivot element (i.e. the leading coefficient, or the first nonzero
entry) in bk. Now first consider the ν(1)-th coordinate, i.e. i = ν(1):
λ1(b1)ν(1) + · · ·+ λm(bm)ν(1) = 0.
Note that B> is in the row-style Hermite normal form, then B = [b1, . . . , bm]
is in the column-style Hermite normal form. This means that (b1)ν(1) 6= 0 and
(b2)ν(1) = · · · = (bm)ν(1) = 0, which further implies that λ1 = 0.
Thus, the coordinate-wise equality reduces to λ2(b2)i + · · ·+ λm(bm)i = 0.
Now consider the ν(2)-th coordinate, i.e. i = ν(2):
λ2(b2)ν(2) + · · ·+ λm(bm)ν(2) = 0.
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Again the fact that B is in the column-style Hermite normal form means that
(b2)ν(2) 6= 0 and (b3)ν(2) = · · · = (bm)ν(2) = 0. Therefore, λ2 = 0. Continuing
the above process yields λ1 = λ2 = · · · = λm = 0.
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